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To lose a pet means to lose a child. The love we share with our pets never dies, and the author

proves our pets do communicate with us from the other side.  Learn how dogs, cats, horses and

some birds have the intelligence and ability to send signs to the living after they pass.  Take comfort

in knowing our pets are around us from time to time and recognize the signs they give. Learn how

they wait for us when itâ€™s our time, what a petâ€™s ashes can do, and the difference between

ghosts and spirits. Learn how and why living pets can sense entities. Follow one of the author's

dogs on a ghost investigation. Read how spirits of the authorâ€™s 2 dogs and dogs from three other

mediums communicated with them from the other side. Read about spirit cats and how a ghostly

dog rescued a girl. The author also volunteers for Dachshund and Weimaraner rescues and has

several dogs.
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This is a wonderful book for those who are grieving the loss of a pet, especially for those who had to

make the decision to end their furry friend's life through humane euthanasia. I just purchased this

book this past Friday, and I couldn't put it down. I had it finished by the next day. I lost a cat that was



very special to me this past February, and have been having a hard time dealing with her loss. This

book has brought me endless amounts of comfort, as I am now certain that I had made the correct

excision, and that my sweet little kitty is at peace. I would recommend this book to anyone who is

questioning their decision or who is simply having a difficult time dealing with a loss of a pet. Rob

Gutro is very talented and will give you insight into seeing signs that you may have missed that your

beloved pet is whole again and at peace. I now look forward to reading his other books as well. I

hope that this book brings as much comfort to others as it has to me.

This is a fantastic book for anyone who has lost a pet and wishes to know what happens when they

leave us. In Rob' s own personal experiences and experiences of others in the book, you will find a

peace and understanding that will help you through this terrible time of loss. Pets and the Afterlife is

a book I will read again and again. I recommend you read it, too. You'll take away only positive

thoughts. I promise.

I miss my animals and am waiting to see them again. This book is helpful for those enduring pet

loss grief, or for any pet owner, since we all have to prepare for the inevitable time we will face when

we lose a pet. It is an outstanding way to pre-deal with it, so that when it occurs, adults can be

better prepared to explain it to their children.

Once again, Rob Gutro has published another wonderfully insightful book. Unexplained phenomena

that can occur as a result of our pets passing, or through our pets still here with us, is such a

beautiful way for our "animal kids" to let us know that this is not the end. Heaven is out there and the

love goes with our departed family and friends and reminds us that we are never alone.Rob Gutro

refers to himself as a "medium rare" (in that he's still working on developing his psychic abilities), but

I think he may be nearing "medium well." His heart is clearly in a loving and compassionate place

for animals, and this is so evident throughout the book. I hope he continues to work at honing this

gift.I look forward to seeing more from Mr. Gutro!

I wish I'd read Rob Gutro's book before my dog became very sick. During and after her death, my

family really struggled with a huge mix of emotions after having to put her down. This book

significantly helps ease the pain of having lost a pet and aids the healing process. Definitely worth a

read!



After dealing with the loss of my good little buddy "Oliver" to cancer now nearly 2 years, I can

remember the "incidents" that this book showed me that Oliver still is communicating with me. It is a

comfort that Oliver is now a "spirit" and is with my loved ones who have gone before me. He's their

pet and guardian for now, but when my time comes, I know it will be a joyous reunion.!!!!!

Rob is a gifted medium and writer who shares his experiences with the afterlife in a no-nonsense

down to earth way. Engaging and and an easy read, anyone who has lost a dear animal companion

will take comfort in the pages of this book that makes it so clear that love does transcend all

boundaries and communication isn't just done with words.

I really enjoyed reading Rob's books!!! It gave me validations on experiences in my own life and

reaffirms that love spans all phases of our existence. Thanks Rob.
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